Together for a better life!

RUSSIAN AUTHORIZED
REPRESENTATIVE

Russia is no exception from other major markets. Like Europe, it requires
Medical Device Manufacturers without a local office to designate a Russian
Authorized Representative.
Alliance Medical will serve as your contact point with the various authorities
in Russia such as Customs and Rozdravnadzor (RZN), providing you with all
the necessary support needed for regulatory matters.

www.alliance-medical.care
wecare@alliance-medical.care


Together for a better life!
Why select Alliance Medical as your R.A.R?
Without an office in Russia, you will need an applicant for your regulatory. On your behalf, we will make
sure that all your sudmitted documents are done properly.
We will obtain your original Declaration of Product Conformity certificate, and provide a copy to Russian
customs when necessary.
You can put our name, address and phone number as your Russian contact point on all labeling,
packaging and IFU.
We will coordinate product recalls or any other requests from the Russian authorities.
We will manage inquiries for event to be reported and assure proper correspondence with authorities.
Assuring that all certificates are valid and conform to the authorities’ requirements.

By choosing Alliance Medical as your independent authorized representative instead of one of your distributors,
you will have all the flexibility to make modifications in your distribution channels. It will save you time and
money without having to reprint all labels and obtain new certificate or declaration of conformity.
You focus on your business development and we assure your compliance!

«Our biggest concern remains the constant changes in the regulatory compliance! Alliance Medical
keeps us informed about all the changes related to our products. This is the dedicated support that
we need!»
VP Sales and Marketing – Anesthesia products

«Alliance Medical gave us the step-by-step guidance needed for our translation and labelling. Now
we know that we are meeting all regulatory criteria.»
Regulatory Director – Vascular

«We didn’t know where to start for the registration of our product for the Russian market. They
made our planning and execution so easy for us!»
Sales Director – Neonatal

wecare@alliance-medical.care


